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Why Digital Identities?
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Digital Identities play a crucial role on the Internet

The Internet was built without a way to
know who and what you are
connecting to.

Since this essential capability is
missing, everyone offering an Internet
service has had to come up with a
workaround. It is fair to say that
today's Internet, absent a native
identity layer, is based on a patchwork
of identity one-offs.

May 2005, Kim Cameron, The Laws of Identity

„The internet was built without an identity layer“
2018, Sovrin Foundation, Whitepaper: What goes on the ledger

5 Jul 1993, The New Yorker, by Peter Steiner
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What is identity?

Means for identification and 

authentication

Consisting of attributes

“I am really Alice!”

Of which only some are 

relevant in a specific context!

&

Which sometimes need to be

verifiable
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Identity is made up of attributes

Official
National ID, driver‘s license

Social
Date of birth, place of living, 

Other
Relationships, hobbies

Biometric
Gender, fingerprint, DNA

ID
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Digital identities play a central role in digital transformation in many areas

Interoperability, portability, data minimization, automation

Application areas

Verifiable

attestations

Identification Authentication and 

authorization

(Master) data

management

Digital identities for individualsDigital identities for machines
Digital identites for organizations
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Today‘s dominant paradigms to digitize identity attributes

FRAGMENTED

Multiple apps and 

accounts -

insecure and/or 

inconvenient; little 

control for users over 

their identity attributes

FEDERATED

Single sign-on enabled 

by corporate identity 

providers

High convenience but 

limited control for users 

over their identity 

attributes

CENTRALIZED

Single sign-on enabled 

by governmental 

identity providers

Moderate convenience 

and limited control for 

users over their identity 

attributes
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Tackling the challenges and shortcomings of today‘s digital identity landscape

Prevention of personal data 

monetization by large 

companies

Avoidance of 

insecure identity 

data silos

Reduced risk of 

identity theft
Prevention of surveillance by 

governments and large 

companies

Good reasons for governments and industries to jointly work on the 

legal and technical support for secure digital identity systems

Identity is monetized 

by large companies

Fragmented 

identity landscape
Fraud and identity 

theft
Abuse of personal data, 

and threats to privacy
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Requirements, inspired by today’s physical means of representing 
identity attributes

Must-have: Combination of machine-readable and machine-verifiable attestations to identity attributes in one app

Should-have: Selective disclosure (incl. comparisons)
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Self-Sovereign Identity: Value system

SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITY

Users conveniently self-manage 

their identity attributes in a digital 

wallet and control the disclosure 

of identity attributes to third parties

High convenience and control for 

users over their identity attributes

Digital Wallet 

Initial “definition” of SSI: http://www.lifewithalacrity.com/2016/04/the-path-to-self-soverereign-identity.html

(Existence, Access, Control, Transparency, Persistence, Portability, Interoperability, Consent, Minimalization)

http://www.lifewithalacrity.com/2016/04/the-path-to-self-soverereign-identity.html


Technical 
Foundations
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Digital signatures can be used to convert physical proofs of
identity into digital form

Digital certificate

Attributes:

Last name: Gabler

First name: Erika

…

Binding Key: 1234

Expiration: 31.10.2020

Signature: 5678
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The verifiable presentation

Sends certificate and signed challenge 

Digital presentation

Attributes:

Last name: Gabler

First name: Erika

…

Binding Key: 1234

Expiration: 31.10.2020

Signature: 5678

Digital certificate

Attributes:

Last name: Gabler

First name: Erika

…

Binding Key: 1234

Expiration: 31.10.2020

Signature: 5678

Sends proof request, including challenge
HOLDER VERIFIER
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Summary: Roles in digital identity

ISSUER VERIFIER

Digital Wallet 

HOLDER

issues (signs) 

attestation

verifiable

presentation

query public information

on issuers, verifiers, 

revocation

REGISTRY 

(PKI+)

CERTIFIER
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Recap: Challenges of SSI

Digital Wallet 

1. Unique cryptographic identifiers

2. Digitally signed (verifiable) identity attributes

3. Blockchain?

4. Responsibility on the user side

“… sophisticated marketing techniques that rely on

profiles of individuals [...] being used to manipulate

public opinion and elections” (Chaum, 1985, p. 1044)

Privacy

Man-in-the-middle attacks
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Zero-knowledge proofs for more privacy

Digital certificate

Attributes:

Last name: Gabler

First name: Erika

…

Binding Key: 1234

Expiration: 31.10.2020

Signature: 5678

Digital presentation

Attributes:

Last name: Gabler

First name: Erika

…

Binding Key: 1234

Expiration: 31.10.2020

Signature: 5678

HOLDER VERIFIER

Derived ZKP proves:

- Signature of the 

certificate is correct

- Certificate has not 

expired

- Certificate contains 

certain attribute values

- Checking the binding 

key…
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Zero-knowledge proofs

“those proofs that convey no additional knowledge other than the correctness of the proposition in question“ 

(GMR, 1985)

Examples:

Proof of knowledge of a solution

to a given Sudoku puzzle, 

without revealing any information

that would make it easier for the

verifier to solve it.

Proof of knowledge of a private key

(associated with a public key), 

without leaking information that

would allow or ease reconstructing

the secret key.
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The best technical solution cannot maintain privacy if one presents
highly correlatable data

Taken from https://www.w3.org/TR/vc-data-model/
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We researched limitations of privacy-oriented SSI implementations
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Challenges of Hyperledger AnonCreds

https://identitywoman.net/being-real-

about-hyperledger-indy-aries-anoncreds/

https://identitywoman.net/being-real-about-hyperledger-indy-aries-anoncreds/
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Core challenges of Hyperledger AnonCreds

Scalable private revocation
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Scalability requirements of revocation registries in more detail

N = 50,000,000

Number of persons

Revocation

registry

size

Number of

Combinations k

k = N³/R³

Herd privacy

(k/N)

10,000 > 100,000,000,000 0.0004

32,768 > 3,500,000,000 < 0.0200

100,000 125,000,00 0.4000

1,000,000 125,000 400.0000

10,000,000 125 400,000.0000

ID card

Vaccination
passport

Credit card
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Status quo in Hyperledger Aries/Indy

Alternatives have been discussed, but they are relatively complex and not deployed.

https://hackmd.io/kj223D1ZQN29WiusmnPFMA?view

Indy Anoncreds status quo:

• Cap at 32,768 credentials per registry

• Relatively high proof generation time

https://github.com/bcgov/indy-tails-server

https://hackmd.io/kj223D1ZQN29WiusmnPFMA?view
https://github.com/bcgov/indy-tails-server
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Core challenges of Hyperledger AnonCreds

Hardware-binding

without “super cookie“

Scalable private revocation
Private certificate chaining

… and complexity!
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CL/BBS+ vs. general-purpose zero-knowledge proofs

MATHEMATICS ENGINEERING
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Zero-knowledge proofs

“those proofs that convey no additional knowledge other than the correctness of the proposition in question“ 

(GMR, 1985)

Most popular short/efficient ZKPs: 

zk-SNARKs (succinct non-interactive arguments of

knowledge)

Examples:

Proof of knowledge of a solution

to a given Sudoku puzzle, 

without revealing any information

that would make it easier for the

verifier to solve it.

Proof of knowledge of a private key

(associated with a public key), 

without leaking information that

would allow or ease reconstructing

the secret key.

In general, (succinct) ZKPs certify the

correct execution of an algorithm with a 

(very short) cryptographic attestation

while revealing only explicitly selected

inputs, intermediary results, and outputs.
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Modern zk-SNARK constructions

Polynomial commitment

schemes

(Polynomial) interactive

oracle proofs

Efficient zk-SNARK

Blinding

factors

• KZG
• IPAs
• FRI + Vector 

commitment

• Linear PCP
• PlonK
• AIR
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Related work
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Cinderella in detail

Challenge

Signed

challenge

Secure element

ZKP

X.509 certificate

✓ Selective disclosure

✓ Private credential chaining

✓ Private holder binding with

secure element

(no super cookie)

✓ Fast verification (8ms) and 

constant proof size (288 bytes)

✓OCSP-based proof of non-

revocation

Delignat-Lavaud, A., Fournet, C., Kohlweiss, M. and Parno, B., 2016. 

Cinderella: Turning shabby X. 509 certificates into elegant anonymous

credentials with the magic of verifiable computation. 

In IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy (pp. 235-254).

X.509 Templates & 

Policies (ASN.1) 

(Legacy C Codebase)

Geppetto-Compiler
Proving

algorithm
Verification

algorithm

❑ Slow proving time 

(2016: ~10 minutes on a    

desktop PC with 4 cores)

❑ Little focus on end-user related

applications (e-voting example)

s
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Related work

✓ Private holder binding with

secure elements, private 

credential chaining

✓ Covers existing standards

(ANS.1) and revocation protocols

(OCSP)

❑ High proving time (several

minutes)

❑ Hardly discussion of end-user 

related application, general

predicates, revocation registries, 

identification of the relying party

✓ Discuss arbitrary predicates (also 

cross-credential)

✓ Formal security proofs

• Use SNARK-friendly primitives

• Yet another standard

• Merkle forests instead of digital 

signatures

❑ No discussion of scalable revocation

❑ No discussion of the identification of

relying parties
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Credential design is flexible
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Statements to be proved

▪ Integrity (signature on the Merkle root) with respect to some public key

▪ Metadata: 
• Holder binding: Capability to sign the verifier’s challenge with respect to binding 

key
• Revocation: Set-membership for the credential ID (could be also set non-

membership) in some accumulator
• Expiration: Range proof for expiration date with respect to verifier’s date

▪ Attribute data:
• Selective disclosure: Merkle proofs for attributes
• Advanced predicates (e.g., polygon inbound proof)
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Complexity of the corresponding proofs

I. Standard, single attribute (Poseidon, EdDSA, 8 attributes, revocation registry size: 2M) 

II. All attributes

III. Revocation registry size: 65M

IV. Three chained credentials

V. ECDSA-based holder binding (secure element)

VI. SHA256 and ECDSA everywhere

VII. Three chained credentials with SHA256 and ECDSA
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Proving performance on a Laptop and a Raspberry Pi
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Proving performance on a mobile phone

• Own experiments: Around 5 (high-end device) to 40 (low-end device) 
seconds for scenarios I – III in the Browser and as a react-native app; 
around 1 to 3 seconds with Rust on a mobile phone

• Other publication: 6s on a single thread with 62,000 constraints (around 4x 
more than in scenario I): https://doi.org/10.1109/SP40001.2021.00038

• We are currently trying to deploy Rust-based proof generation libraries
(Ark-Circom, Ark-Groth16, Spartan, Plonky2?) on mobile phones. We
already succeeded in fast witness generation (C++) and some of the
libraries (e.g., Plonky2 is extremely fast with SHA256). 

• We keep an eye on new proof systems, new prover implementations, 
hardware acceleration (GPU support), optimizations of constraint systems
for cryptographic primitives, …

https://doi.org/10.1109/SP40001.2021.00038
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One more significant challenge…

Remember why the ID-wallet failed?

• Performance – not a real technical issue

• Threat of man-in-the-middle attacks!

Encryption does not help!

Not an AnonCreds, but a general

issue (even for the eID)!

Even a very restrictive certification

would face opposition (“signed identity

attributes“)!

One solution: Certification of the verifier

→ SSL-certificates, QWAC, CVCA-issued, …

Tradeoff: Either low entry barriers (no

“control“) or low security

Different requirements for different 

attributes are complex to

implement/govern and dangerous

(“escalation of privileges“)

Fundamental problem: Verifiable presentation only bound to challenge, not to verifier‘s identity! 
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Designated verifier presentations to save the day…

Proof: Either my claims about my credential / identity are correct, or I know the verifier‘s private 

key (used for encrypted communication). Complex to design in general (e.g., for CL/BBS+), but 

almost trivial and at negligible performance costs with zk-SNARKs. 

Holder creates designated verifier proof and encrypts it with the designated verifier’s public key. 

Case A: Attacker puts its own public key (and the replayed nonce) in the proof

request → Attacker can decrypt the message with the proof (and would accept the

proof). But if the proof is forwarded to the legitimate verifier, this verifier will not 

accept because it is not the designated verifier.

Case B: Attacker puts the legitimate verifier‘s public key (and the replayed nonce) in 

the proof request → Attacker cannot decrypt and re-encrypt the proof to send it to the

legitimate verifier.  

→ Nice side effect: Identity attributes are only verifiable for the legitimate verifier (receiver). 

→ Nicer side effect: If we think about the eID, it is almost as concerning as digitally signed data: 

One can create ZKPs about attributes exchanged in a TLS-based connection

(https://doi.org/10.1145/3372297.3417239) (eID!!). Designated verifier ZKPs could fix this problem.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3372297.3417239
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Next steps / work in progress

Optimized designs (commitments or

digital signatures, accumulators for

revocation, …).

Further exploring zk-SNARK 

performance on mobile phones.

Formal proofs that designated verifier

ZKPs can address man-in-the-middle

attacks without certification of the

relying party and pose less privacy

problems when facing TLS oracles.

Implications on user experience: 

Waiting times, human-readable

description of what is revealed?

UC security proofs for the construction

of anoncreds with plug-in predicates.

Can we find a proof that covers

CL/BBS+, SNARK-based approach, 

and hybrids (Lego-SNARK)?
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Time for questions



Johannes Sedmeir

johannes.sedlmeir@uni.lu

Matthias Babel

matthias.babel@fim-rc.de
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Our updated SSI principles

Representation

Control

Flexibility

Security

Privacy

VerifiabilityAuthenticity

Reliability

Usability

SSI can represent any entity 

digitally – human, legal, or 

technical

Only the actual controller has decision-

making power over their digital identity

State-of-the-art 

cryptographic tools and 

end-to-end encrypted 

interactions

In each interaction, only 

the data essential for its 

purpose is revealed

The validity and timeliness of credentials 

can be checked efficiently

Credentials are bonded to their initial bearers

No vendor lock-in, focus on 

interoperable standards, and open-

source projects

Guidance for verifiers on 

whether to trust issuers in 

a highly dependable 

infrastructure

Success and durability 

factors

Digital Wallet 

Johannes Sedlmeir, Tom Barbereau, Jasmin Huber, Linda Weigl, & Tamara Roth (2022): 

Transition pathways towards design principles of self-sovereign identity. 

In: Proceedings of the 43rd International Conference on Information Systems (ICIS) 
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How do general-purpose ZKPs work?

Show me a 3 

Coloring for 

this graph and 

you get paid

Graph 3 Coloring: Coloring a graph using only 3 colors, 

such that not any two connected vertices have the same color

I don’t show you 

the coloring until 

I have been 

payed

I do not 

believe you 

have found a 

solution

Ok, just let me 

show you and 

then you pay 

me
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Choose two 

connected and 

they will not have 

the same color

Let me see these 

two vertices

Excellent, they have 

different colors

How do general-purpose ZKPs work?
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If I show him the same 

coloring several times, he 

might figure it out

Choose two connected and 

they will not have same color

Let me see these 

two vertices

Excellent, they have 

different colors

How do general-purpose ZKPs work?

Permutation: Renaming (shuffling) of vertices
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If I show him the same 

coloring several times, he 

might figure it out

Permutation: Renaming (shuffling) of vertices

We can keep 

doing this until you 

believe me...

Let me see these 

two vertices

Excellent, they have 

different colors

Choose two connected and 

they will not have same color

How do general-purpose ZKPs work?
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How do general-purpose ZKPs work?

Ok, I believe you


